
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Workstations and 
Notebooks 

The Sentry LSW family of workstations and notebooks are Pentium 4 powered and 
configured for Linux users. Mid-Tower systems come integrated with SUSE Linux 9.2 
while notebooks combine SUSE Linux and Sun's Java Desktop.  Both include Office 
software that combines stability, security and a simple user graphical desktop interface 
for productivity.   

Systems can be custom configured to address special needs, network environment and 
budget constraints. 

 
 
 

Servers 

The Sentry LSS family of servers comes equipped with  Intel Xeon server boards, up to 
16GB of RAM and dual gigabyte Ethernet connectivity.  Systems range from entry level 
with the 1U to enterprise level offering redundant hot swap architecture for true server 
productivity, longevity and reliability.    

All server systems come integrated with SUSE Linux software that can be configured for 
File and Print, Application, Disc and Tape backup Storage, Apache Web, Firewall and 
Mail tasks.  SUSE Linux offers journaling file systems, layered security, 128 Bit 
encryption and password protected BIOS and entry.    

 
 

Storage 

Storage items includes Coraid Network Attached Storage, RAID subsystems, Tape 
Backup drives and libraries and CD/DVD ROM drives, recorders, towers or Servers that 
can be configured for your present network servers or added to the Sentry line of servers 
to compete the solution.  

 
 

Novell SUSE 
Software 

SUSE Linux software distributions come complete with applications, games, tools and 
utilities along with the award winning 2.6 Linux Kernel. Each SUSE Linux retail software 
package contains DVD's/CD's and manuals to get you started quickly and easily.  

Packages available include Personal and Professional 9.2, Standard and Enterprise 
Server 9 and OpenExchange Email Server 4.1. 

 
Arkeia and 

AntiVir Software 

Arkeia Backup Software is designed to work with Linux Servers and Unix, Windows and 
Macintosh clients. It will support multiple backup streams and can be used with any 
server including special application servers handling MySQL, Exchange or Lotus Notes. 

AntiVir is an AntiVirus software that plugs into SUSE Linux Servers for protection when 
file sharing in heterogeneous network environments 
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